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In this current world, tracking progress for small, large, and complex projects

is most challenging, the use of software can help NGOs successfully tracking

their project progress and bring a systemized control over the various

functional units. In Bangladesh, most NGOs using various forms and formats

as tools to streamline their development processes and reduce the possible

room for human error, but implementing a centralized and fully integrated

system can double the benefits and help in successfully manage their entire

development works.

NGOs that are planning on investing in an application software service may

probably do so immediately after knowing these reasons as to why a

centralized and fully integrated system that important in now and coming

days.

The software is commonly used by NGOs to help to keep track of all the

activities of financial transactions, manage supply chains, manage resources,

and different types of distribution. However, a centralized and fully integrated

system can be utilized by track of a number of different projects activities

including those in healthcare, WatSan, Agriculture, DRR, Gender, Education,

Good Governance, nonprofit groups, construction, and hospitality. NGOs

needing to manage staff projects activity, project progress, implementation,

and reporting requirements can all rely on integrated application system

benefits. 

The centralized and fully integrated system stores all entered data into a

single database, allowing all projects department to work with the

information they need. Additionally, all this data can be organized, analyzed,

made into reports, and generate a comprehensive dashboard for decision

making. A fully integrated system also brings together beneficiary

management, project implementation planner management, human

resources management, resources management, projects service

management, financial management, inventory, and supply chain capabilities

into one system.

Why centralized and fully integrated system is Important

Integrated system software is used to manage a number of business

functions for NGOs, but how is it any better than other solutions? Even

though system software may have similar goals to other solutions, its unique 
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features make it a distinctive competitor in the software market. Here are

some reasons why the importance of fully integrated systems should be

considered by any NGO:

1: More cost-effective

Although many software developments companies have introduced flexible

pricing in recent years, Integrated system software packages are still a big

investment. For many, the large costs alone can make it seem unlikely that

the program would end up saving your organization any money at all. But

once you get past the sticker shock, it’s easier to see how an integrated

system can provide an excellent return on investment (ROI).

First, integrated system software unifies many of the systems that may

currently be fragmented in your organization. From project start to end, your

staff will be able to access all the necessary tools for their job from one

centralized system.

By unifying systems, you help your staff utilize their time more efficiently.

With integrated system software, users don’t have to hunt down a piece of

information across multiple systems. With the central database, information

is much easier to retrieve. Moreover, your organization saves money with

integrated system software by eliminating the need for users to be trained on

several systems. This not only reduces the amount of money spent on training

but also reduces the logistical effort involved. Instead of scheduling several

training sessions with several different vendors, you only need to

communicate with one.

2: Improved collaboration

The features of integrated system software applications can vary slightly

depending on the program you are using, but generally, all systems improve

collaboration in some way. As mentioned before, the centralized database is

an integral part of what makes a system unique. With this database, you

provide your NGO with a single source of truth to work from. This reduces any

errors brought on by working with the incorrect data, further reducing costs.

Moreover, a central database reduces any hesitation or stalling during

projects, since all team members have access to the data that they need.

Additionally, there’s no need to merge information across various systems or

sources.  Because  all  of  the  data  is  compiled, stored, shared, and accessed
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through a single central system, there is no concern about how accurate,

complete, or secure the data files are? This isn’t as easy to say if perhaps your

team is entering the same client information over and over again into several

different systems. Without an integrated system software, you invite human

error into your processes when it could easily be avoided.

3: Better analytics

A central database, information also aids in improving your analytics and

reporting. Since an integrated system software records and stores all user's

input, it makes for an excellent organizational intelligence tool. As integrated

system software provides strong functionality, makes it easier and faster for

your team to generate various reports. Reports that could take days of

research and compilation, an integrated system software takes just minutes.

Most integrated system software solutions provide a customizable dashboard

that can visualize reports when they first log into the system. These reports

may include everything for the day-to-day tasks of the organization. The

ability to have access to these reports quickly enables you and your team to

make better decisions more quickly. You no longer need to rely on your

IT/MIS staff to generate the reports like most other visualizing applications,

that you need. Lastly, reports typically come with access levels, ensuring only

relevant staff see valuable organization data.

4: Improved human resource productivity 

With traditional methods, tedious tasks are completely unavoidable. Tasks

like generating reports, monitoring different levels, timesheet tracking and

preparing service delivery, service recording have historically taken

employees hours to accomplish. In addition to taking up time, these

processes lower employee morale and open yourself up to the human error.

After the umpteenth hour of entering the same line of data into different

forms, even the best staff are bound to make a mistake.

If you choose the right solution, integrated system software can automate

your most tedious tasks. The database software eliminates redundant tasks

such as data entry and allows the system to perform advanced calculations

within minutes. This frees up your team members’ time to do more

thoughtful work, increasing your return on investment when it comes to

labor. 
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5: Better service delivery

Managing projects beneficiary has never been so easy especially ensure

services to the right beneficiary at right time. In large and complex projects,

beneficiaries always receive different services for different projects

intervention. It is the primary responsibility of the project teams to identify

the beneficiary of the right and provide essential services to improve their

livelihood. 

Integrated system software provides this in a few different ways. As the

system tacking most of the information of the beneficiaries. So, the system

helps to list the most vulnerable beneficiary based on selection criteria,

inform the team to verify their status, and help to incorporate the beneficiary

under the program interventions. 

Besides this, an integrated system can show service details of each service

along with process history. This enables your team to see beneficiaries

progress more holistically to gain a better understanding of services and

needs. The increased beneficiary visibility helps you formulate your strategy

for improved better service delivery.

6: Improved implementation planning and resource management

Along with managing your project tracking, integrated software also

manages plans of implementation as well as resources. System Software

provides insight into all operations of the organizations. This enables users to

optimize project planning, resources, equipment, create different schedules,

identify delivery for the right person, and labor to maximize capacity.

Additionally, integrated software manages your fixed assets. With this

software, users can easily create, edit and keep track of all previous changes.

Fixed asset management allows users to schedule equipment maintenance

to reduce unexpected downtime, improving NGOs profitability and supply

chain relationships.

Bottom Line

The importance of the centralized and fully integrated system far outweighs

the initial cost, time, and effort involved in implementation if you choose the

right solution. Visit World Virtual Desk website (https://www.wvidesk.com) for

more information on features and functions, implementation goals, and

questions to ask the expert. 



WORLD VIRTUAL DESK

World Virtual Desk is an application software designed to

help NGOs and development organizations fulfill their

mission. It is an integrated platform that can track day-to-

day staff activities, project beneficiaries, and services

efficiently as well as manage your reporting requirements.

The application ensures systematic recording and

extraction of project data and information for indicator

measurement and informed decision-making. The

application can also track information related to project

participants, project-led training, and monitoring to export

structured reports for project management. To use World

Virtual Desk, you will only require an individual or

organizational account (Userid, password), along with a

laptop, browser, and internet connection. Alternatively, an

android app with offline support is also available.


